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Breakout Session A: Safety Issues 

Chair: Marc Petit  
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN), France 

The first issue discussed during the breakout session on safety aspects of accident-
tolerant fuels was the objective that must be assigned to the development of such 
concepts. The first goal should be to avoid, or at least limit, the release of radioactive 
materials into the environment in case of an accident. This implies that severe accidents 
(core melt) situations must be avoided. To reach this goal, the core geometry must 
remain coolable, even for accident scenarios worse than what current fuel designs are 
able to sustain. 

There was a consensus that the station blackout (SBO) is a good reference transient to 
evaluate the potential benefits from new, more robust, fuel designs. With respect to the 
present situation, the merits of new designs can be analysed with respect to three figures: 

• the “grace period”, i.e. the additional amount of time before the onset of core melt, 
during which more recovery actions can be made; 

• the amount of combustible gases produced; 

• the amount of radioactive materials released. 

It is important to note that those three values are not independent from one another. 
They may be understood as three different ways to measure the improvements arising 
from accident tolerant fuels. 

The notion of “grace period” was discussed and it was suggested that it should be 
compared to the amount of time needed to switch from normal operation to accident 
management type of procedures. The participants agreed that the “grace period” should 
be counted in hours (or even days but the realism of this last goal was questioned). In 
other words, there was a consensus that a “grace period” of some minutes is pointless 
and definitely not worth the effort of developing and characterising the behaviour of new 
concepts. 

Although the purpose of accident-tolerant fuel development is to improve the core 
robustness in design basis accidents (DBA) and situations somewhat beyond like SBO, it 
was recognised that new concepts must not lead to situations worse than the present 
one if, despite all efforts, core melting cannot be avoided. Thus, it is important to 
measure the oxidation rate and to characterise the materials interactions above 1 200°C 
for the proposed designs. 

It was then recalled that the fuel is part of the core system as a whole. Potential 
improvements must be sought not only for fuel pellets and cladding, but also possibly for 
channel boxes, control rods, supporting structures. Furthermore, the core design must 
remain homogeneous: for example, the efficiency of a very robust fuel pin design may be 
challenged if the supporting structures cannot sustain the accident conditions. 

When developing improved fuel concepts, one should not forget about normal reactor 
operation. Indeed, if using new fuel, safety during normal operation must be at least as 
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good as it is at present. There are a number of physical phenomena to assess and criteria 
to be verified. Those are, for example, dimensional stability, corrosion resistance, 
departure from nucleate boiling, irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking, fission gas 
release, etc. It was stressed that qualifying a new fuel for safe operation is a long and 
difficult process. Moreover, ensuring a very high-quality level of manufacturing is also an 
important requirement that may not be easily fulfilled with some of the materials 
currently contemplated. 

Based on the above considerations, there was an agreement on the testing priorities 
for new fuels. Those are: 

• corrosion tests under in-service conditions, including a representative primary 
water chemical composition; the phenomena to be characterised are oxidation, 
hydriding, CRUD deposition; 

• oxidation experiments at temperatures above 1 200°C; the behaviour of the 
materials must also be known for beyond DBA conditions; 

• degradation tests under steam environment; material interactions, for example 
between fuel pins and control rods, may be more complex than just what 
thermodynamic equilibrium predicts. 

To evaluate the merits of the different accident-tolerant fuel concepts proposed, 
simulation tools will be required. In particular, adequate models will need to be 
developed and validated. Also, assessment of uncertainties in the new modelling will be 
required. It should be kept in mind that again a significant amount of time and efforts 
will have to be spent in order to fulfill these requirements and experimental support will 
be needed. 

The above considerations were made with the assumption that the new fuel concepts 
are only variations of the current ones (e.g. new cladding material) and the mode of 
reactor operation is not dramatically changed. If this is not the case, the safety issues, the 
physical phenomena to be considered, and the criteria to be applied would need to be 
revisited. This was beyond the scope of the discussion during this session. 

Finally, the participants agreed that the development of fuel with improved 
properties is only one aspect of the more general goal of enhancing the defence-in-depth. 
Other options are also of great interest for improving the robustness of nuclear power 
plants to accidents, such as assuring more reliable means of core cooling (ECCS, steam 
generators), strengthening the emergency preparedness procedures. The industry added 
that in the end cost matters and that the most effective solutions to enhance safety in 
the frame of a cost/benefit analysis should be favoured. 
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 What is ATF?  

 From a safety point of view, the prime objective should 

be to avoid, or at least to limit, the release of radioactive 

materials to the environment 

To limit releases, severe accident (core melting) 

situations must be avoided 

The core geometry must remain coolable 

This requirement is one of the Design Basis 

Accidents 

 Thus DBA appears to be a good framework for 

assessing the performance of ATFs 
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 What is ATF?  

 There was a consensus that Station BlackOut is a good 

“Reference Accident” to evaluate the merits of the 

proposed new designs 

 3 figures of merit appear to be of primary interest 

The “grace time” 

The amount of combustible gases produced 

The radioactive release 

 Those 3 values are not independent and they may be 

seen as 3 ways of measuring the improvements arising 

from ATFs 
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 What goal to pursue?  

 The notion of “grace time” is not straightforward. It was 

suggested to be compared to the time needed to switch 

from normal operation procedures to accident 

management  

 The “grace time” should be counted in hours, or even 

days (realistic?). A “grace time” of some minutes was 

considered to be pointless and not worth the effort 
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 DBA / beyond DBA 

 The improvement resulting from ATF for DBA must not 

lead to a worse situation than the present one if, 

despite all the efforts, core melting cannot be avoided 

 It is thus important to measure the oxidation rate 

and to characterize the materials interaction above 

1200°C 
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 ATF is part of a system 

 The question of ATF must be viewed globally as a 

system 

Fuel elements (pellets, cladding) 

Channel box 

Control rods 

Supporting structures 
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 Normal operation and AOO 

 Normal operation should not be forgotten 

The safety must be at least as good as today 

 It might be needed to revisit the criteria if the design 

of ATFs is significantly different than the present one 

 Apart from DBA, there is a number of criteria to be 

verified: e.g. dimensional stability, corrosion resistance, 

DNB, FGR, IASCC, PCMI, SCC-PCI, … 

 Ensuring a high quality level of manufacturing is also an 

important requirement 
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 Testing priorities 

 Corrosion under in-service conditions, including a 

representative primary water chemical composition 

Oxidation, hydriding, CRUD deposition, … 

 Oxidation experiments at T > 1200°C 

 Degradation test under steam environment 

Material interactions may be more complex than just 

what thermodynamic equilibrium predicts 
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 Simulation tools 

 Simulation tools will be required in order to evaluate the 

merits of ATF proposals 

Adequate modeling 

Validation 

Uncertainty analysis 

 It takes time to fulfill these requirements and it requires 

experimental support 
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 Very innovative concepts 

 It was stressed that in case of a change in reactor 

operation or the use of fuel with characteristics very 

different from the current LWR fuel (e.g. enrichment), the 

safety issues would need to be revisited 

 This was clearly out of the scope of our discussion 
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 Final words 

 The development of fuel with improved properties is a 

component of the more general framework of defence-in-

depth 

 Besides, there are other actions developed 

ECCS reliability 

Emergency preparedness 

… 

 Cost matters 
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